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  General 
This assessment was a continuation of the previous falls’ assessment in which some phases were not 
completed due to timelines and budget constraints.  Priorities for this spring were to measure all 
newly tagged aspen in Sukunka south (SUP 2), complete the thinning of these aspen plots and 
perform a heavy brushing of all plots at the Kelly Lake installation (MED 1&2).  This year also 
called for a thinning of the spruce trees in all plots.  After discussions with both UofA and LP 
personnel it was decided to forgo this thinning until survivability stabilizes.  Spruce at Sukunka 
south could be thinned but for tracking purposes it is better to thin all spruce in the same year.  
Aspen flush occurred this year on May 10, thus future spring measurements must be completed 
before this date. Most of the new stamped tags were installed. Remaining tags plots 13 and 14 can be 
installed into Sukunka North (SUP 1) the number convention has been changed in dataset.  Other 
stamped tags belong to sub plot trees.  These tags should wait for installation as their trees are 
predominantly germinantes and therefore difficult to identify accurately with pigtail placement.  All 
remaining tags and pigtails have been returned to the LP office in Dawson Creek.  We employed a 3 
man crew for this assessment.  One 2-man crew for measurements and one person thinning.  All 
three persons were used for the brushing phase.  Thank you to LP for providing a back up brush saw. 
We did check on the Sukunka North (SUP 1) to ensure no development had transpired over the 
winter.  All is as it should be. 
 
 Sukunka South (SUP 2) 
This replication is in its fifth year.  Last fall all aspen were selected and some were tagged.  Thinning 
was completed on 2 plots (2-1, 2-3).  Aspen measurements were added to the dataset; plots 13 & 14 
were repainted, pigtailed and tagged with stamped tags.  Other plots with aspen sample trees were 
tagged and pigtailed.  All plots were thinned save 6, 12 & 15 which are natural density plots.  This 
assessment also called for spatial measurements.  These were not  performed due to budget 
shortfalls. 
 



 Kelly Lake (MED 1&2) 
These replications were in need of a heavy brushing with saws.  To date they have only been treated 
by hand tools around the spruce since being thinned in 2005.  Aspen re growth was substantial in 
some cases 2m tall stems were removed.  In all, one target aspen tree was cut.  In turn a replacement 
was left and painted so that it may be added in the fall.  The third replication was also brushed on 
this round.  Access trails were opened up and tree reserves also treated.  In addition to the brushing 
we also installed the new stamped tags on plots 1-13, 1-14, 2-13, 2-14.  When ordering these tags I 
made a mistake in the numbering convention.  Previous convention for these plots was 010001 (row, 
padded, tree number), the new convention is 010100 (row, tree number, padded). The tree number is 
now in the middle of the sequence, not at the end. This will not affect any future measurements and 
is not a WESBOGY manual stipulation; the trees have been re numbered on the ground and the data 
set has been altered to reflect these changes.  This will no doubt set off alarms at the data correction 
stage, but can be easily dealt with.  Repainting of dbh lines in many plots was also done.  Mostly the 
pink on plots 13 and 14, as it does not hold up as well as the blue.  In anticipation of a contractor 
turn over, all corner posts were repainted and identified ie: 2-12 NE. in addition; maps were updated 
to show access trails, a spread sheet of GPS points is included as well. 
 
  Deviations From Manual 
 
This is for audit purposes.   
During thinning process, pigtails were installed after the thinning was performed and not before.  
This is a safety issue, I feel it unsafe to thin around the pigtails incase the saw hooks a pigtail and is 
thrown back at the operator. 
Spruce not thinned in any plots, rational explained above. 
 
 
  To Do List Fall 2009 
 
The following list indicates required phases for the fall of 2009. 
 

PHASE REPLICATION 
Full measurement all trees All 
Collect spatial data Sukunka south (SUP 2) 
Replace round tags with stamped tags Sukunka North (SUP 1) 
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